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Abstract—Testing is one of the vital stages in the software
development life cycle (SDLC). Usability testing is a very
important field that helps the applications be easily used by the
end-users. Because of the importance of usability testing, a
metrics has been developed to help in measuring the usability
through converting the main qualitative usability attributes in
ISO to quantitative steps that provide the developer a framework
to follow in developing to achieve usability of their applications
and helps the tester with a checklist and a tool to measure the
usability percentage of their application. The framework
provides a set of steps to achieve the usability attributes and
answers the question of how you could measure this attribute
with the defined steps. The framework results in a 95% average
accuracy in the high-rate application and a 59% average
accuracy in the low-rate application. Finally, the framework is
programmed in a tool to measure the usability percentage of the
application through a checklist and provides a scheme to help the
developer achieve the best results in usability.
Keywords—Usability; human-computer interaction; evaluation;
quantitative attributes; testing

I.

INTRODUCTION

Testing is one of the important stages of the SDLC.
Usability testing is one of the non-functional testing types [1].
Usability is one of the quality dimension that evaluates the
quality and usefulness of applications [2]. Usability is a
quality attribute that determines how easily and simply user
interfaces can be used. So, usability is the interface’s
necessary condition for application’s survival [3]. If an
interface is difficult to use and the users get lost, they will
leave. No user would be bothered with reading a manual first
before using an interface or a website. Therefore, usability is a
very vital element of an application interface.
Accordingly, a framework has been developed to convert
the qualitative usability attributes into qualitative steps to help
the developer to have simple steps to achieve the highest
usability and helps the tester to have a checklist to easily
evaluate the application usability. According to Nielson,
usability can be defined as a method for improving the design
process [4]. Usability is assessed based on six dimensions,
which include learnability, memorability, efficiency,
effectiveness, error rate, and user satisfaction. [5]. Usability
testing uses the black box testing technique [1]. Our
framework can be performed by the tester at the system and
acceptance levels. As well, usability is one of the
nonfunctional requirements of any software, which is one of
the core areas of research in the field of human-computer
interaction [6].
Now-a-days, both Web and mobile applications are
considered the most two popular types of applications.

Usability has been defined as a key component in the overall
quality of a software product, and research shows that
usability can determine the success or failure of a software
system [7]. Usable software systems are not only more
efficient, accurate, and safe, but also much more successful
and several studies have shown the benefits of incorporating
usability evaluation in the process of software development.
Therefore, usability evaluation has become an important
research field [7].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II is related work, which provides background
information about usability and testing techniques; Section III
is methods, which describe how the research is designed and
carried out; Section IV is usability attributes, which describe
the attributes in well-defined steps; Section V is testing
references and questions, which describe the usability
attributes in testing questions; and Section VI is results, which
describe the findings.
II. RELATED WORK
Nielsen (1994) defined usability as a quality attribute that
measures how user interaction can be used as a method for
improving ease-of-use, efficiency, and satisfaction [4].
Standard ISO 9241-11 defines usability as "the extent to
which a product can be used by specific users to achieve
specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction
in a specified context of use" [7]. It was further elaborated that
there are other important concepts related to usability, such as
user, goal, effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction, and context
of use [8].
Usability of software applications is one of the core areas
of research in the field of human-computer interaction. There
were many methods to inspect, test, and inquire about an
application's usability [7], [9].
Making the application usable doesn’t mean that it will be
easy. Some applications must be a little bit difficult to use to
help in reaching the target of the application's usage for
example e-learning applications [10]. The e-learning
applications' difficulty must be specified according to the
learning level of the student to meet the target of increasing
the student's learning curve [11]. One of the very effective
ways of evaluating the e-learning applications’ usability is the
heuristic evaluation method [12], [13]. Heuristic evaluation
can also be used to measure other types of applications
because it has been shown to be effective in inspecting errors
[14], [15], [16].
Before evaluating any application, the latest issues must be
reviewed and the most commonly occurring errors arise
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related to your application type [17]. To change the qualitative
attributes to quantitative, the quantitative attributes must be
revised [18]. Mobile and web applications are the most
commonly used types of applications today. Both of those
types can be accessed via mobile, which is the most
convenient device to hold most of the time, so we must
concentrate on mobile application usability [19], [20], [21],
[22], [23].
Most of the papers focus on updating the usability
attributes by adding some new attributes or deleting some of
existing attributes or changing the way of the attribute
evaluation [24]. Some of the papers are updating the usability
main categories introduced in the ISO/IEC 25022 [3], [6].
Some papers are creating new modules to be remotely
evaluating the applications through user usage [25]. Some
papers focus on one of the usability evaluation techniques [26]
[27]. Some papers focus on analyzing the Human computer
interaction or usability attributes according to a specific
application type [28], [29]. There is some approaches and
frameworks that improve issues tracking [30], [31], [32].
According to the ISO, those are the documented standards
presented in Table I [6].
TABLE I.

ISO USABILITY ATTRIBUTES REFERENCES

ISO reference number

Usability attribute category

ISO 9241-11

Usability Definitions and concepts, replacing the
1988 version of ISO 9241-11

ISO 9241-220

Processes for enabling, executing and assessing
human-centered design within organizations,
replacing the earlier ISO TR 18529

and asking usability experts what the points they take into
consideration to make the application usable enough for the
user. The 20 developers and testers were asked about the
frequently repeated problems that they face while developing
and testing the applications. After collecting the required data,
usability attributes have been chosen from the ISO Usability
standards. Some of those attributes were merged and some
have been added to create an effective usability framework. In
the framework, the qualitative chosen attributes have been
converted to detailed steps to help the developer and the tester
in their practical work. Then, one or two questions is assigned
for every attribute to be asked by the tester for evaluation and
tested on the application to measure the usability.
The results have been developed by choosing two
applications, one with a high rate (amazom) and the other with
a low rate (waradly) to test the effectiveness of the framework
developed. The first is Amazon, which has a global web
application and also a mobile application with a rate of 4.3 out
of 5, and the other is Waradly, which is an Egyptian ecommerce site with an intermediate rate, but they don't have a
mobile application. To test our framework, three main tasks
have been chosen that are performed by any e-commerce
application, which are searching, seeking product data, and
purchasing.
Finally, a tool has been developed using our framework to
measure the usability percentage of the application through a
checklist and provide a scheme to help the developer to
achieve the best results in usability (http://abuem.com/ ).
IV. USABILITY ATTRIBUTES

ISO/IEC 25066

Common industry Format for Usability —
Evaluation Reports

Accordingly, steps have been assigned for each attribute in
each category to be measured quantitatively, merging, and
adding some attributes to them.

ISO/IEC 25022

Measurement of quality in use, (includes
measures of effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction), replacing ISO TR 9126-4

A. Effectiveness

ISO/IEC 25023

Measurement of system and software product
quality, (includes measures for usability
attributes), replacing ISO/IEC TR 9126-2 and
ISO/IEC TR 9126-3

This research highlighted the following usability gaps:
first, there is a problem in evaluating the usability of the
application's interface. Second, developers do not focus on the
simplicity of the interface as they focus on the functionality of
the application because the functionality is easy to develop as
there are no clear guidelines for evaluating the interface
usability. Third, there is no balance between user experience
and interface simplicity. For example, learning applications
mustn't be so easy or so difficult to meet the goal of increasing
the learning curve. Finally, there is no clear qualitative
borderline to be applied by the developer and tested by the
tester. To fill those gaps, a framework has been developed to
describe the usability attributes in fine steps and helps in
achieving the best usability of the application.
III. METHODOLOGY
To convert usability attributes in the ISO from qualitative
to quantitative steps, this is done by searching for how the
developer could achieve each attribute in well-defined steps

1) Tasks completed and objectives achieved: The
applications mainly provide the user with services or products.
To complete the task, you have to use a scale from 1 to 10
according to the feasibility analysis conducted by the business
analyst. To achieve effectiveness in tasks completed and
objectives achieved, set reasonable objectives according to
each business environment, choose the best developing
environment to achieve these objectives (desktop, mobile, or
web application), set tasks, specify for each task input and
output, specify for each task severity and priority, and order
the tasks according to the scale set by feasibility analysis.
Here is an example to calculate the rest %. Subtract the
finished tasks from the number of all tasks to give you the rest
of the tasks. Then divide the result by the number of all tasks
and multiply by 100 to give you the whole percent of the rest
of the tasks.
2) Errors in a task: To achieve effectiveness in errors in a
task attribute, the errors that may arise at each task
individually must be predicted; choose an efficient
programming language to minimize the predicted errors, fix
the unpredicted errors, and document them with their solution
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to be fixed automatically if they arise again, according to the
literature.
3) Tasks with errors: To achieve the effectiveness in tasks
with errors attribute, make sure that the errors in each stage
will be solved individually, don’t move to the next task unless
the previous task is clear of any errors, and after testing, the
total number of errors mustn't exceed 25% of all the tasks to
deliver the system to the end-user.
4) Task error intensity: To achieve the effectiveness in
task error intensity attribute, task errors must be classified
according to task complexity, error intensity must be set from
1 to 5 based on the severity and priority set by a tester, and the
factors that cause the error must be identified in order to solve
it or give the user a hint on how to deal with it in order to
reduce the intensity of its existence.
B. Efficiency
1) Task time: To achieve the Efficiency in Tasks time
attribute, the developer must set the shortest way for the user
to make the task to achieve the goal in the easiest way, set the
minimum developing time for a task according to its
complexity without the existence of any errors, set the
maximum developing time for a task according to its
complexity with the existence of all errors that could happen,
and complete each task within the maximum and minimum of
it.
2) Time efficiency: To achieve the Efficiency in Tasks
efficiency attribute, the developer must choose a task at a time
to set its input and desired output. Set the best programming
language to achieve your target and choose the best algorithm
according to its big O to achieve the best time efficiency.
3) Cost-effectiveness: To achieve the efficiency in costeffectiveness attribute, a feasibility study must be developed
based on the hardware and software needs (developing and
testing environment) and choose the best platform to satisfy
user needs, including user supplies to support most of the
devices he can afford in software and hardware.
4) Productive time ratio: To achieve efficiency in the
productive time ratio attribute, the developer must develop a
timing strategy for ending the project and create criteria to set
time for each feature based on the employee performance to
achieve the optimal standard above and more quantity.
5) Unnecessary actions: To achieve the efficiency in
unnecessary actions attribute, after finalising your code, all of
the code must be revised to make sure that you choose the best
development path and choose the quickest way to make the
function with the minimum number of steps.
6) Fatigue: To achieve the Efficiency in Fatigue attribute,
the developer must be aware of the problems that occur while
developing that affect the deadlines and add them to the
delivery date, and be prepared for the cases that make the
system load slowly or go down.
C. Satisfaction

before the deadline, have well-defined requirements that have
one meaning, and involve small prototypes to involve the
users while developing.
2) Satisfaction with features: To achieve the satisfaction
with features attribute, continuous messages must be displayed
to inform the user of the current processing, block all the
expected errors, and minimize the needed resources for
working.
3) Discretionary usage: To achieve the Satisfaction in
Discretionary usage attribute, the developer must think about
all the cases where the user needs to use the application, and
according to each case, the developer must satisfy the user's
needs, satisfy the client's needs, and satisfy the market's needs.
Finally, the developer must develop all the ways to achieve
each target, for example, adding a speech-to-text feature and
chatting to enter data.
4) Feature utilization: To achieve the satisfaction in
feature utilization attribute, each feature must be explained to
the user, choose the simplest way to develop each feature;
they must choose the shortest number of steps to end a task;
and the page must contain at most one objective or task.
5) Proportion of users complaining: To achieve
satisfaction in the overall satisfaction attribute, the application
must be too clear to reduce user inquires, provide a chat pot as
a supporter in any problem, and provide quick support in a
large problem.
6) Proportion of user complaints about a particular
feature: To achieve the satisfaction in the overall satisfaction
attribute, the application must help the user at the beginning
by giving him a demo for each feature, giving the feature a
definition and descriptive logo, and making the feature
complete on one page with fine input and several steps. Then
put the main features on the home page and their shortcuts on
other pages. Finally, try to use AI in the application to tell the
user if he is making the wrong decision.
7) User trust: To achieve the satisfaction in the overall
satisfaction attribute, the application must: get permission
from the user before saving or using his data, give a full
explanation for why their data is needed as audio or text, solve
all the user's problems most simply; then support the user with
all the knowledge he may need; and involve the user as much
as possible while developing to see the prototypes.
8) User pleasure: To achieve the satisfaction in user
pleasure attribute, the application must develop every single
task easily with fewer errors, give users continuous
explanations and motivation messages, choose cheerful
designs and colors to make the user happy, and ask the user
for their feedback continuously.
9) Physical comfort: To achieve the satisfaction in
physical comfort attribute, a backup must be taken for all your
work to make the user feel safe, use UPS to assure that the
data will be safe, and use the simplest way to develop the
application.

1) Overall satisfaction: To achieve satisfaction in the
overall satisfaction attribute, the project must be delivered
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D. Appropriateness Recognizability
1) Readability: To achieve the appropriate level of
recognizability in the readability attribute, the icons must be
readable to allow the other attributes like learnability,
accessibility, and so on to be achieved. So, the font of the icon
must be as big as you can to minimize the number of objects
that exist on one page, whether it is a mobile or a web
application.
2) Description completeness: To achieve appropriateness
recognizability in the description completeness attribute, user
stories must be wisely described to satisfy the developer and
have one meaning based on the user's point of view, market
needs, and recommendation of the best way to develop
(interface architecture).
3) Demonstration
coverage:
To
achieve
the
appropriateness recognisability in demonstration coverage
attribute, the developer should develop many application types
and many targets of applications at the same field to be aware
of all the vulnerabilities of developing, and while developing,
the developer must study all the pros and cons of any way
related to developing.
4) Entry point self-descriptiveness: To achieve the
appropriateness recognizability in the entry point selfdescriptiveness attribute, requirements must be determined
based on user stories that describe each scenario that could
happen by the user to make the most effective decision while
developing, and each feature must be described in the simplest
way to make it easy to develop by a beginner developer.
E. Learnability
1) User guidance completeness: To achieve the
learnability in user guidance completeness attribute, the
project mustn’t be launched until the user manual is available
in the form of steps.
2) Entry fields defaults: To achieve the learnability in
entry fields defaults attribute, the right option must be very
clear to the user to avoid errors in data entry fields.
3) Error message: To achieve the learnability in an error
message attribute, every problem in every step the user can do,
an error message must be designed to clarify the error and
help him avoid it.
4) Understandability: To achieve the learnability in the
understandability attribute, every step must be clear and
mustn’t have a double meaning as possible.
5) Self-explanatory user interface: To achieve the
Learnability in Self-explanatory User Interface Attribute,
interface parts must be mapped to the objects used in our lives
to be easy to understand, recognize, and recall.
F. Operability
1) Operational consistency: To achieve operability in the
operational consistency attribute, the page mustn’t contain
many tasks or any other information that doesn’t relate to the
main task (each page for one purpose).

2) Message clarity: To achieve the operability in the
message clarity attribute, any message that appears to the user
must be very clear, and if the developer has time, he must add
an option to let the user see the last message again when it
disappears.
3) Functional customizability: To achieve the operability
in the functional customizability attribute, the application must
have fewer mandatory fields in each task as much as possible
for less time consumption and make a detailed manual
consisting of steps to make the application very easy.
4) User interface customizability: To achieve the
operability in the user interface customizability attribute,
flexibility must be given to the user to change the places of the
objects on the interface as well as the colors to make the
application more comfortable.
5) Monitoring capability: To achieve the operability in
the monitoring capability attribute, the application must
provide the user with an indication when he gets closer to the
end of his task and provide the user with full statistics of the
application usage and resource consumption. Then, inform the
user about memory and resource usage, help the user to reduce
memory consumption, and don't ask the user for too much
data to be saved or user in one task.
6) Undo capability: To achieve the operability in the undo
capability attribute, the user must have the ability to go back
with clear action and help them to recognize it in many
situations.
7) Understandable categorization of information: To
achieve operability in understandable categorization of
information attributes, the application must provide the user
with a thorough explanation of the input data and why it is
required, and then inform the user if his data will be used.
8) Appearance consistency: To achieve operability in the
appearance consistency attribute, the system must have one
design on every page, stick to simple and realistic symbols
and designs to relate them to our lives, avoid attaching
unrelated things to the application, and avoid putting too many
details on one page even if they are related to the same task.
9) Input device support: To achieve the operability in the
input device support attribute, the application must work on
cheap resources, don’t make the application need many
hardware devices to work properly, and try the application
before delivery to the customer on different category devices
according to the budget.
G. User Error Protection
1) Avoidance of user operation error: To achieve user
error protection in the avoidance of user operation error
attributes, the application mustn’t allow the user to input
wrong data and must give a full explanation for the user's
errors.
2) User entry error correction: To achieve user error
protection in the User entry error correction attribute, the
application has to give the user a full description of the error
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type and reason for its happening and give the user
suggestions to correct his error.
3) User error recoverability: To achieve user error
protection in the user error recoverability attribute, the
application must allow the user to go back one step to make
the user feel safe, give the user a description for each step he
makes to increase awareness, and provide the user with a short
manual that explains all the steps of the application.
H. User Interface Aesthetics
To achieve user interface aesthetics in the appearance
aesthetics of user interfaces attribute, the developer has to
choose the best comfortable color for the eye, the uploaded
pictures must be of high resolution and minimum size to
decrease the time of loading and increase the font of the data
as much as possible to satisfy the user.
I. Accessibility
1) Accessibility for users with a disability: To achieve
user interface aesthetics in the appearance aesthetics of user
interfaces, the developer must be aware of all the types of
users that will use the application and their disabilities, like
color blindness, wheelchairs, etc.
2) Supported languages adequacy: To achieve user
interface aesthetics in supported languages adequacy attribute,
the application must support the global language and the
regional language, and in the future, you can add the most
important languages ordered by priority.
V. TESTING REFERENCES AND QUESTIONS
Some will need to be revised from the requirements
documentation, while others will need to be tested on the
application. Here is a table that identifies which attributes
need to be tested from the application only and which
attributes need to be revised from what has been approved in
the requirements documentation and sets some suggested
questions for each attribute described in Table II.
TABLE II.
Attributes

Tasks completed
and Objectives
achieved

minimum time it must take?
Time efficiency

Application usage

Do you develop each task to
be done at the minimum
processing time?

Cost-effectiveness

Requirements
documentation

Are you stick to the
feasibility analysis you made
before starting?

Productive time
ratio

Requirements
documentation

Is every second in the
application is useful to the
user?

Attributes

Requirements
documentation or
Application usage

Questions to ask for an
evaluation

Unnecessary
actions

Application usage

Is every step in each task a
must and has a specific
target?

Fatigue

Application usage

Taking into consideration
the maximum number of
users at a time works with
stability?

Overall satisfaction

Application usage

Dose all the usability
requirements tested to
achieve high satisfaction?

Satisfaction with
features

Application usage

Does the simplicity of each
feature exist?

Discretionary usage

Application usage

Can you use the system
anytime anywhere?

Feature utilization

Application usage

Do all the features the
system support are
mandatory?

The proportion of
users complaining

Application usage

Will the user need to call
customer support or see the
manual many times while
usage?

The proportion of
user complaints
about a particular
feature

Application usage

Does every feature need to be
seen first from a manual?

User trust

Application usage

Does the system makes the
user feel that he/ she is
secure enough to trust the
system?

User pleasure

Application usage

Does the system make the
user pleased by the system?

Physical comfort

Application usage

Does the system allow
comfortable positions while
usage?

Readability

Application usage

Do all the pages is seen
clearly by higher ages?
Do you make a user manual
to explain the system in
steps or develop a demo to
help the user to see the steps
of any task?

DESCRIPTIVE QUESTION OF USABILITY ATTRIBUTES
Requirements
documentation or
Application usage

Questions to ask for an
evaluation

Requirements
documentation

Are all the system tasks
according to the system
requirements is done?
Do you achieve all the
objectives of the system
according to the required
documentation?
Do you have any errors in
any tasks? Then try it

Description
completeness

Application usage

Demonstration
coverage

Application usage

Application usage

After testing each task, is all
the tasks that have errors
exceed 25% of all the tasks?
Is the task error frequently
happening?

Entry point selfdescriptiveness

Application usage

Application usage

Is each task takes the

Errors in a task

Application usage

Tasks with errors

Application usage

Task error intensity

Task time

Does the system has an
explanation coverage?
Is every step described in its
meaning, target, and how to
the user without using the
manual?
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User guidance
completeness

Application usage

Do you create a manual to
help the user in explaining
the system?

Entry fields
defaults

Application usage

Do you explain the default
inputs to the user?

Error message

Application usage

Do you give messages every
time the user could make an
error?

understandability

Application usage

Is the system easy to use and
helps user memory to
recover quickly?

Self-explanatory
user interface

Application usage

Is the interface explain itself
by mapping the tasks to the
user knowledge?

Operational
consistency

Application usage

Does the page contain many
tasks?

Message clarity

Application usage

Does the information in all
the messages that appears to
the user clearly described?

Functional
customizability

Application usage

Do all the fields in every
step are mandatory?

User interface
customizability

Application usage

Does the user have the
flexibility to change the
interface appearance?

Attributes

Requirements
documentation or
Application usage

Questions to ask for an
evaluation

Monitoring
capability

Application usage

Do the system support
monitoring for the user
errors to help him in the
long run?

Undo capability

Application usage

Do you allow the user to go
back whenever he wants?

Understandable
categorization of
information

Application usage

Do you inform the user of
the structure of the data and
why the application uses it?

Appearance
consistency
Input device support

Avoidance of user
operation error

Application usage
Application usage

Application usage

Do the system parts have
consistency?
Does all the input devices
available to the user while
working with the system?
Do you take into consideration
all the errors that can be
done by the user and block
them?
Do you design error
messages to help the user
with their errors?

User entry error
correction

Application usage

User error
recoverability

Application usage

Do you allow the user to
solve the errors he/she
made?

Appearance
aesthetics of user
interfaces

Application usage

Does the interface explain
every step?

Accessibility for
users with a
disability
Supported
languages adequacy

language and the user's first
language?

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Results
Three main tasks have been chosen according to their
importance to any e-commerce users which are search, seek
product data and purchase to test them on two applications one
with high rate (amazom) and the other with low rate
(waradly). Assume that the attributes that need to be revised
from the requirement documentation are all true. The results
have been calculated by testing framework attributes on the
two application simultaneously through asking the previous
questions of each attribute. The answers will be true or false.
If answer is true, so the attribute is applied on the application.
If answer is false, so the attribute is not applied on the
application. Every true will be converted to 1 grade and every
false will be converted to 0 grade. Finally, all the grades of all
the attributes are added, then divided by the total number of
attributes which are 44, and multiplied by 100 to get the
usability percentage of each task usability. For example, after
testing the searching task on amazon application by opening
the application and answer all the usability attributes on the
searching task to check the existence of every attribute, the
result was 42 attributes were true from total 44 attributes. The
result was calculated by calculating total true attributes,
divided by total number and multiply 100 (42/44*100) to give
the result 95%. All the final results are presented in Table III
after testing all the usability attribute on every e-commerce
task then compare the usability results of every application to
proof that the framework can differentiate between the
usability of the high rate and the low rate applications.
TABLE III.

USABILITY TESTING RESULTS

Results after checking the attributed existence on
every e-commerce task

E-commerce Task

High rate
Application(Amazon)

Low rate
Application(Waradly)

Searching

95 %

49 %

Seeking product data

100 %

61 %

Purchasing

95 %

59%

B. Discussion
Most of the previous work papers focus on updating the
needed attributes that is used in testing the applications and
test them to proof their idea or taking an existence framework
and upgrade the way of evaluation to get better results. But in
this research, the framework focus on describing all the
usability attributes from qualitative title into quantitative
detailed steps that helps the developer and tester on their daily
work.
VII. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Application usage

Is the system helps users with
different disabilities to use it
easily?

Application usage

Do the system support many
languages mainly the global

For future improvement, this research contains some
limitations as setting usability attributes for each application
type according to the application categories. Also,
differentiating between the general attributes that could be
applied on all applications and the specific application types.
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Finally, setting weights for each attribute to clarify the
importance of each attribute and order them according to the
attribute weights.
VIII. CONCLUSION
After testing the framework on two e-commerce
applications, one with a high rate and the other with a low rate
on three main tasks, which are searching, seeking product
data, and purchasing, our framework proves that a high rate
(Amazon) resulted in 95% in the searching task while a low
rate (Waradly) resulted in 49%. Also, it proves that a high rate
(Amazon) resulted in 100% in the seeking product data task
while a low rate (Waradly) resulted in 61%. Finally, a high
rate (Amazon) resulted in 95% in the purchasing task while a
low rate (Waradly) resulted in 59%.
So that means our framework proved that Amazon has a
high rate and Waradly has a low rate, which means it can
measure the usability percentage and categorises the
application usability. The testers can use the framework in
testing their applications of any type as the attributes are
generic, which means they can measure any type of
application.
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